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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO DIVERSIFY? 

Diversification is one of the most important concepts in 

investment theory and is one that often has positive 

connotations associated with it. Indeed, influential American 

economist, Harry Markowitz, is famously quoted as saying that 

“diversification is the only free lunch in investing”. Diversification 

however can take many forms; it can be at a security level, an 

asset class level, a geographical level and as we focus on in this 

paper, an asset manager level.  

Despite Markowitz’s endorsement of diversification, it is not 

always clear that diversification should be indiscriminately 

pursued as the only objective. If we take for example a pension 

scheme that is fully funded on a gilts-flat basis, it would be 

counterintuitive to criticise a 100% gilt-based investment 

strategy on the grounds that it lacked asset class diversity. 

Diversification, at all levels, should therefore always be 

considered in the specific circumstances of the investor. In this 

paper, we focus on a specific form of diversification, namely 

asset manager diversification. We start by considering the 

benefits and drawbacks for manager diversification, before 

providing a more focussed assessment of how relevant and 

compelling those arguments are for investors in differing 

circumstances. We ultimately conclude that the benefits of 

manager diversification diminish as schemes progress in their 

de-risking journeys; and that there is a point where the benefits 

of integration become more important for delivering sound risk 

management to a scheme’s end-game outcome.  

THE CASE FOR MANAGER DIVERSIFCATION 

Here are some of the primary arguments used to support the 

division of the investment strategy amongst multiple asset 

managers. 

• It’s difficult to find a manager that has the requisite 

expertise across all of the asset classes used in the 

investment strategy: given investors often rely on multiple 

asset classes in their underlying investment strategy, it can 

be difficult to find a single manager with sufficient expertise in 

each asset class to deliver the solution in its entirety.  

• Diversification of alpha/active positioning within an asset 

class: asset managers are often appointed to take active 

views or to outperform a particular index or benchmark. To 

reduce the risk of a single manager’s active views or 

management style significantly impacting the success or 

otherwise of the overall investment strategy, multiple 

managers can be used. Some relatively simple portfolio 

theory can help to illustrate this point. We assume there are 

three portfolio managers – manager A, manager B and 

manager C – and all managers have: 

– the same expected alpha of 1% 

– the same expected tracking error of 2% 

– the correlation of each manager’s expected alpha to one 

another is zero (i.e., manager A outperforming has no 

impact on the likelihood of manager B or C outperforming). 

The table below summarises the expected portfolio alpha and 

tracking error for differing manager combinations. 

Table 1: Expected portfolio alpha and tracking error for 
differing manager combinations 

Managers utilised Portfolio expected 
alpha 

Portfolio expected 
tracking error 

A 1% 2% 

A & B 1% 1.4% 

A, B & C 1% 1.2% 

 

As the number of managers increases, the portfolio’s 

expected alpha remains unchanged at 1% (given all managers 

have the same expected alpha), but the tracking error or 

volatility of that alpha significantly reduces. This is 

Markowitz’s ‘free lunch’ in action.  

• What if something goes wrong? These motives typically 

focus less on the investment fundamentals and instead on 

operational, legal and business risks associated with a 

particular manager. ‘What happens if my manager faces 

financial difficulties?’, ‘What if a lawsuit is brought against my 

manager?’, ‘What if my manager is the victim of a 

cyberattack?’. Whilst relying on multiple managers does not 

eliminate such risks (in fact it actually increases the likelihood 

of an investor encountering such a scenario albeit on a 
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smaller percentage of total assets), it should mean that were 

such an event to occur, the division of the strategy amongst 

multiple managers reduces the potential fallout.  

THE CASE AGAINST MANAGER 
DIVERSIFICATION 

Consolidating most or all of the assets with a single asset 

manager seemingly runs counter to the popular mantra, ‘don’t 

put all your eggs in one basket’. Whilst the cliché may be true 

when it comes to the investment strategy itself, there are a 

number of reasons why integrating the investment solution can 

be advantageous. We can divide these arguments into two 

broad categories: 

1. scenarios where arguments in favour of manager 

diversification are likely to be less compelling, and 

2. scenarios where manager diversification can actually detract 

from good investment and governance outcomes in their 

own right. 

We explore the benefits of each category in greater detail below. 

When is manager diversification less likely to deliver 

material benefits? 

• We increasingly rely on a smaller subset of asset classes 

Whilst some investment strategies rely on multiple, 

potentially wide-ranging and niche asset classes, others are 

simpler and focus on a smaller number of key pillars. For 

example, one of the key themes in the UK DB industry over 

the last decade has been improving funding levels, which has 

allowed many schemes to de-risk their investment strategies. 

De-risking has often involved selling out of some asset classes 

altogether (equities, property and hedge funds being good 

examples) with the resulting strategy focusing on a smaller 

number of lower risk asset types. In short, as the range of 

asset classes within an investment strategy falls, so too might 

the need for as many asset managers. 

• We have a lower reliance on alpha and a greater 

alignment of investment approaches across our managers 

In Table 1 on the previous page, we illustrated that the 

tracking error (or risk) of the portfolio fell as more managers 

were added to the set-up. However, there were some 

important assumptions embedded within that analysis: 

– the managers adopted active mark-to-market-based 

strategies and were seeking to add value versus a 

benchmark. To the extent that the managers instead 

adopted a more tailored invest-to-maturity strategy 

specific to the investor’s goals, the benefits of manager 

diversification are likely to be significantly reduced. 

Intuitively the ‘tracking error’ of solutions relative to the 

underlying requirements should be materially lower 

– the correlation between the manager’s relative 

performance was assumed to be zero and as such there is 

no link between one manager’s performance versus the 

other. This zero-correlation assumption can be challenged. 

For example, increasingly buy-and-maintain credit 

portfolios are ‘benchmarked’ versus a series of target 

cashflows. The measure of success is by how far the credit 

assets under or overshoot after paying out the target 

cashflows. If a particular scheme provided its two buy-and-

maintain credit managers with the same target cashflows, 

not only does a similar investable universe likely mean the 

resulting portfolios look similar, they are also likely to 

exhibit significant positive correlation. For example, if 

default experience was benign, both managers are likely 

to outperform the target cashflows and vice versa if 

defaults were elevated.  

We bring this all together in Table 2 (below), which is a replica 

of Table 1, except for the addition of the final column which 

shows the portfolio tracking error assuming a correlation of 

one between the managers. 

In summary, the risk-reduction benefits of increasing the 

number of managers is eroded as the correlation between 

the managers increases. 

Table 2: Expected portfolio alpha and tracking error for 
differing manager combinations – adjusted for correlations 

Managers 
utilised 

Portfolio 
expected alpha 

Portfolio 
expected 
tracking error 
(assuming 
correlation of 
zero) 

Portfolio 
expected 
tracking error 
(assuming 
correlation of 
one) 

A 1% 2% 2% 

A & B 1% 1.4% 2% 

A, B & C 1% 1.2% 2% 

 

Similarly, as the tracking error of portfolios reduce, the 

benefits of increasing manager diversification also reduce. In 

extremis, if the tracking error is zero, adding more managers 

will not improve portfolio tracking error. 

• We and our investment manager have rigorous 

operational and business risk mitigants in place 

As the proportion of assets with a single manager grows, the 

need to understand and assess the financial, legal and 

operational robustness of that manager increases. To the 

extent that the manager ticks the following boxes, then the 

investor may take greater comfort that they are in ‘safe 

hands’: 

– strong risk controls: in the form of comprehensive risk 

management systems and reporting; 

– external validation: most investment managers will have 

an annual ‘internal controls’ report produced by an 

external auditor that confirms (or otherwise) that 

appropriate internal procedures are in place to ensure 

best practice from an operational perspective; and 

– sound financials and a strong business model. 

And as a further safety net, investors should take comfort that 

the assets themselves are not held with the investment manager 

but instead with an independent third-party custodian. Indeed, 



 

 

to continue the buy-and-maintain credit example used earlier, to 

the extent that a portfolio has been designed to mature into the 

cashflows required and held with an independent third-party 

custodian, then the solution should remain robust even in the 

event of the manager suffering material business disruption. 

The cost of manager diversification 

In the previous section, the arguments presented focused on the 

scenarios where the benefits of manager diversification are less 

obvious. In this section we change focus and explore why 

increased integration of the investment solution can be a 

desirable goal in its own right.  

In certain areas of investment concentration with a single 

manager is very common. A good example is an investor’s ‘risk 

management’ mandate, which historically has taken on a 

narrower meaning of LDI (i.e., interest rate and inflation hedging) 

but is increasingly taking on a broader scope as liability 

paying/forced-selling risks are considered too. We consider why 

the concentration of the ‘risk management’ mandate with a 

single manager is prevalent amongst investors below. 

• Integration is valuable from an investment, monitoring 

and risk perspective 

The benefits of removing the siloes that are created from 

dividing the risk management mandate across multiple 

managers are numerous. Some of the key benefits of 

integration include: 

– Superior management of the interactions between the 

roles that your assets play in the overall strategy: a 

good example is when the risk manager faces a yield rising 

scenario and needs to top up the collateral pool. Having 

oversight of assets that sit outside of the immediate 

collateral pool, e.g., ABS and corporate bonds, allows the 

risk manager to make more informed decisions on i) how 

much to top up the collateral pool by and ii) where best to 

source additional collateral from. 

– Collateral synergies: a single collateral pool that can be 

accessed for all hedging purposes (interest rates, inflation, 

longevity, credit and FX) will not only reduce the amount of 

collateral needed to be held but also reduce the risk of 

needing to sell other assets at inopportune times. 

– Improved oversight: increasingly asset managers are 

working with clients and their consultants to design 

solutions unique to that client’s investment challenge. For 

example, in LDI it might be designing a set-up that ensures 

balance between the liability hedge ratio, collateral pool 

size as well as reflecting the relative attractiveness of gilts 

vs swaps. In credit, it might be designing a portfolio that 

delivers sufficient cashflows versus the liability projections 

but only takes as much credit risk as necessary given the 

required returns. Highly bespoke solutions of this nature 

naturally lend themselves to a more integrated set-up, 

rather than multiple managers working in silos, and 

potentially counteracting actions of the other. 

– More outcome-focussed, scheme specific reporting: 

three credit managers reporting that they outperformed a 

generic market index over the last quarter or twelve 

months does little to help trustees understand whether 

they are on track to pay their liability cashflows or reach 

their full funding targets. Increasingly, managers of holistic 

solutions are able to provide trustees with a suite of 

analytics that helps them understand their progress versus 

their actual goals as opposed to generic benchmarks.  

• Simplification frees up trustees’ governance budget 

Trustees’ governance budgets are increasingly being 

stretched by the array of topics making their way onto 

agendas. ESG, climate change, de-risking policy, long-term 

objective setting, life beyond low dependency, transfer 

values and liability management exercises are all examples of 

key strategic issues that most trustee boards face. The 

monitoring of and regular meetings with a larger roster of 

investment managers can not only be time-consuming, it can 

also detract from time and effort spent on these strategic 

topics. 

• Potentially lower fees 

Consolidating the risk management mandate with a single 

manager can potentially lower management fees as the 

larger asset base allows the manager to pass some of the 

economies of scale back to the underlying investor. Tiered 

fee structures, where marginal fee rates fall as assets under 

management increase, are a good example of this. 

 

CONTINUE WITH MANAGER DIVERSITY OR BENEFIT FROM INTEGRATION AS YOU APPROACH YOUR 
ENDGAME? 

We have explored in detail the arguments in favour of both manager diversification and solution integration. We recognise that there 

are compelling arguments for both approaches and do not believe there is a ‘single right answer’ for all investors. Instead, we believe 

the story is more nuanced, with the relative attractiveness of each option largely governed by the unique circumstances that each 

investor finds themselves in. We try to draw out this more nuanced assessment through the summary table overleaf. 

  



 

 

 Manager diversification preferred when… Solution integration preferred when… 

Nature of investment strategy Large number of different / niche asset classes Fewer asset classes / where core strategy is 
more ‘risk management’ focussed 

Reliance on alpha  High Low 

Correlation of managers’ performance to one 
another  

Low High 

Are different components of the investment 
strategy likely to interact one another? 

No Yes 

Is there a desire or need for collateral 
efficiency/synergies? 

No Yes 

Nature of reporting & analytics valued by 
investor 

Mandate focused, with focus on performance vs 
market indices and benchmarks 

Scheme level outcome focused, with focus on 
analytics vs the investor’s overall objectives 

Willingness to devote governance budget to 
manager monitoring  

High Low 

 

In a pension scheme context, improvements in funding levels have facilitated greater de-risking as schemes rely more on contractual 

maturing returns instead of diversified mark-to-market returns (alpha or beta). Against this backdrop, the benefits of manager 

diversification start to diminish as more schemes move from the left-hand side of the table above to the right. In this environment, there 

are significant benefits to increasing integration, especially where that manager excels in the underlying components and is able to 

deliver trustees greater efficiency, transparency and most importantly certainty, through such integration. 
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